
Hinckley & District Air Rifle League 
29

th
 September, 2012 Meeting Minutes  

 
 

 
1. Roll-call 

All teams represented 

2. Apologies 
Peter Dainter, Matt Hall 

3. Previous Minutes 
Accepted 

4. League Anniversary 
It was decided to hold a shoot during the day of Saturday 16

th
 February 2013 followed by an evening 

‘party’ event. Details are to be finalised but the meeting consensus was that the main shooting event 
should be run on paper with a ‘Whiskey’ shoot held using a bell target and an ‘old’ gun e.g. Webley 
Mk. 3. Brian Allen tentatively offered to provide the prize for the ‘Whiskey’ shoot. 

A £2.00 entrance fee was suggested for the main shooting event and £1.00 for the ‘Whiskey’ shoot. 

It was suggested that a raffle be run with each team providing prizes. 

It was requested that costs be sought for the provision of entertainment at the evening event. There 
were suggestions as to the form of entertainment including disco, live band, taped music. 

It was suggested that food be provided on the same basis as last season’s presentation evening, i.e. 
each team to provide different types of food for a buffet. 

Dave Harris has investigated the cost of providing commemorative key rings and reported on two 
options. The first was for a leather key ring costing £2.00 each; the second was for a boxed metal key 
ring costing £2.50 each. The consensus of the meeting was that the metal key ring was preferable. It 
was thought that approximately 120 would be needed. 

  
5. Norman Illiffe Cup – Draw for 2

nd
 round to be shot on 18

th
 October, 2012 

  Taylor & Ayre  v Bedworth Ex Servicemen’s 
  Stoney Stanton  v Smallshaws 
  Prince of Wales  v Trojans 
  Ashby Road ‘B’  v Ashby Road 

 
6. Bernard Yates Trophy 

It was decide that the calculation of target scores be adjusted slightly, making a shooter’s target score 
the nearest integer. This will mean that shooters with averages between 27.51 and 28.5 will have 
target scores of 28. This would apply to all shooters except for those with an average over 29 where 
29 would be the target score. 

 
7. Any other business 

Rafters: Following recent reports of Rafters’ license being suspended clarification was sought from 
Nigel Jackson, the Trojans’ representative, as to how this might affect shooting matches. Nigel 
reported that there were no problems anticipated at the moment but that he would keep the League 
informed should the situation change. 

8. League finance 
 Various monies where taken by Norman Hall who was deputising for the Treasurer. 

9. Scoresheets 
 The previous night’s scoresheets were read out. 

 

Meeting closed at 8:31 

Next meeting 26
th
 October, 2012 


